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No MORE FAKE NEWS for the time being
Now for an example of German Idealism at work

THIS IS HOW THEY DO IT!
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

---------------------------------------------------------------------------

Werner Heisenberg Falls in Love:
The Love Letters of the Nobel-Winning Pioneer of Quantum Mechanics and Originator
of the Uncertainty Principle
“Life’s essence should always be clearly noticeable behind the love, or the music, or the work.”
By Maria Popova

Between the time Albert Einstein composed his
courtship letters and Richard Feynman wrote
his extraordinary letter to his departed wife,
another Nobel-winning physicist contributed to the
small and singularly beautiful canon of scientists’
love letters.
Two years after he received the Nobel Prize for
his uncertainty principle — a supreme bow before
the limits of knowledge, stating that the more
precisely we know the position of a given particle,
the less precise our measurement of its
momentum,
and
vice
versa
—
Werner
+
Heisenberg, *5 December 1901 – 1 February
1976, lurched into the ultimate unknown with
absolute certainty: He fell in love.

Werner Heisenberg
Troubled by the tensions cusping on war, accused
of being a “white Jew” by the Nazi media for
teaching Einstein’s theory of relativity in his
university course, and feeling like dark political
agendas were keeping him from his calling — “the
undisturbed inquiry into nature” — Heisenberg
found solace in his spiritual practice: playing music
(which we now know benefits the brain more than
any other activity).

On the evening of January 28, 1937, at a musical
gathering where he played piano accompanied by
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two violinist friends, thirty-five-year-old Heisenberg
met twenty-one-year-old Elisabeth Schumacher —
a bright and beautiful young woman who had just
left art school to pursue a career in publishing. He
was instantly taken with her, and she with his
Beethoven. (What consonance Heisenberg would
have felt in Margaret Fuller’s assertion that “all
truth is comprised in music and mathematics.”)

Brought together by music, Werner and Elisabeth
quickly found that their very souls spoke a common
language. Fourteen days later, they were engaged.
They remained together until death did them part.
In the first of their surviving love letters, collected
and edited by their eldest daughter in My Dear Li:
Correspondence,

1937–1946 (public

library),

Heisenberg, elated in his contained way, writes to
his mother exactly two weeks after the fateful
encounter:
Yesterday — assuming your approval — I
became engaged. The friendship with
Elisabeth is scarcely fourteen days old
and arose out of an, at first, seemingly
casual conversation at a social gathering, in which
a close affinity of opinions on matters of central
importance emerged between the two of us. This
mutual understanding, in which one, as it were,
only needed to continue a conversation begun a
long time ago, soon went so deep that it seemed
natural to me to ask Elisabeth whether she would
like to be with me forever.

It is strange to think that this is the first letter I
am writing to you. For it actually seems to me as
though, for many years already, we have been
close and acquainted, and the present state of
being alone is only a painful interruption in an
ever-beautiful, already almost accustomed shared
life. I am indebted to you for bringing me so much
peace and security and am looking forward with
my every thought to the time when, together, we
can enjoy the daily changes between the serious
and the beautiful. Thank you for everything!

After telling Elizabeth that he has just received a
warm congratulatory letter from his friend
Wolfgang Pauli — who has in the midst of coinventing
synchronicity
with
Carl
Jung —
Heisenberg adds a note of unadorned sweetness:
What might you be doing this evening? I
want to get in an hour of piano practice,
and then catch up on sleep, and I hope
that you too are fully compensating for
the shorter periods of sleep over the last few
weeks.

Elisabeth, meanwhile, is trapped in a difficult home
commanded by a severe, combustible patriarch
“dissatisfied with everything,” further riled by his
daughter’s impending liberation from his grip. “You
need unbelievable inner strength here at home,”
she tells Werner, “if you want to drown out the
stifling atmosphere.” Five weeks before the
wedding, she confides in her beloved:
That is the same old misery here, which I
always had from when I was a child.
They never understand what brings me
the greatest joy in life, and what I love
about people. And I am not someone who can
enjoy happiness all on my own. How good it is to
have you, that you are there, and that I can make
you a gift of everything and all that I have.
[…]
Good night, love! You are so terribly dear to me,
and I find myself almost stranded here without
you. I will be with you again in five days. Li.

A day later, she rejoices in the ineffable glory of
love:

The newly engaged Werner and Elisabeth, 1937.

Werner and Elisabeth set their wedding date for
April 29 — exactly three months after the day they
met — and began planning their life together,
peering with the eyes of new love into a shared
future of limitless possibility. On March 15,
Heisenberg speaks to the sense, familiar to anyone
who has ever been in love, of having known the
beloved since the dawn of time:
Dear Elisabeth!

I have actually not been quite conscious
of the fact that these are the first letters
we are writing to each other, so much do
we already belong together. But today,
now, I’m sensing the meagreness of letter writing
a bit because my heart is so full, and only such a
very small part of it can reach you. And when that
is with you, it will have become something quite
independent, when in reality it belongs right in the
middle of a whole mountain of thoughts and
feelings.

The letters flow daily. Heisenberg begins to feel
resentful of his work, of how it takes his time and
thoughts away from Elisabeth. He tells her:
As soon as you are here again, I want to
forget everything that is not only about
us. I believe it would be good in general
if, during this summer, physics were
pushed into a dark corner, to be picked up again
later, for first I have more to learn from you than
from all the treatises in the world.
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Elisabeth’s response presages what would become
one of the central pillars of their love and life
together — their unconditional support of the
other’s fulness of being:
If you wish to take some time off from
physics in the summer, dearest, that
would naturally be for me a little like
being in paradise. And you can be quite
sure that I will never be upset later on, when you
spend long periods of time on nothing else but
physics. It needs you, too — I know that. And I am
good on my own, when I know that you love me.

the fact that I do not have very much self-esteem.
But if you love me properly, then I will get it too…
I think I am only able to help by loving you so
much that you soon believe it in the deepest
reaches of your own heart.

There weeks before the wedding, Elisabeth rejoices
at the improbable miracle of two people finding
each another:
Love, I often think how strange it is that
suddenly everything is on solid ground,
all dreams have become reality. How few
people have such good fortune!

Werner, meanwhile, struggles to reconcile his
trusty faculty of reason with the unreasonableness
at the heart of love:
My thoughts are always circling around
joining our lives, that common goal in
front of us, and it becomes really difficult
to wait for the 29th. The truth is I
already cannot quite cope without you, although I
always remind myself that I have been able to
manage for many years and so, according to
conventional wisdom, it ought to be possible still.
The present mindset is reminiscent of the typical
nights before a major tour in the mountains, when
you toss and turn in bed in joyful anticipation of
the coming morning and with just a little
trepidation, lest not all should go well. And only at
the moment when you pick up the ice axe in front
of the hut do you know that all will go smoothly.
How beautiful everything will be, once we are
together in the dark by our lake.

There is sweetness even in how benign their first
major disagreement is. During a train ride
together, when Elisabeth, overcome with joy,
began singing, Werner asked her to stop. She took
it as a kind of rejection. The next day, in
apologizing for having inadvertently hurt her
feelings,
he
self-consciously
confesses
his
pathological reserve and his core insecurity in being
“always afraid of showing something animated to
people.” Elisabeth — the more unselfconsciously
poetic of the two — responds with loving
assurance,
sharing
her
own
core
vulnerability:
Love, I am so incredibly happy about our
every time together. I am so aware how
we always move forward in our
relationship, how it moves us along, one great step
each time. And now one can see ever more clearly
and with certainty how likely it is that we will
reach all that one possibly can reach. And, you
know, the times when I am filled with fear that you
might be disappointed with me will be rarer and
rarer. People have always objected to my intensity;
but I know that you only have to take this into your
hand for me to become quite tame again. When I
am doubtful, it is never about you but stems from

The Heisenbergs on their wedding day, April 29,
1937, Berlin.

In a letter penned sixteen days before the wedding,
“very late and very tired,” Elisabeth lays out the
roadmap for their shared life:
Once we have left the chauffeur at the
station and then drive on alone into the
totally silent wood at dusk, over the peak
where we once watched the sunset — my
love, then we will have our whole life ahead of us,
and I believe it will be good.
[…]
We must always support each other a lot, so that
we do not let the lived life and reality slip through
our hands.

Exactly two weeks before the wedding, Werner
shares his own vision for their life — a lovely kind
of pre-wedding vow:
That we will be together forever, starting
in fourteen days — I cannot quite wrap
my mind around it; but if it were not to
be, I could not do anything at all with my
life anymore. In the beginning I will not do much
thinking and simply be happy, realizing, gradually,
that you are always with me. But later we will want
to be conscious of creating a shared life, mindful
that honesty is paramount, that life’s essence
should always be clearly noticeable behind the
love, or the music, or the work.

A week before the wedding, the couple receives a
peculiar gift from Elisabeth’s family — eight
volumes of Beethoven piano music for four hands,
an inheritance from her grandfather. “I think I will
never have enough courage to play them with
you!” she sweetly tells Werner. Three days before
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the start of their new life, Werner shares a
sentiment that appears quite dry on the outside but
contains at its heart the most meaningful measure
of union there is:
I have the firm conviction that we are a
good match for each other and that we
are better able to do justice to our place
in the world by being together.

In the first two years of their marriage, Werner and
Elisabeth were inseparable, having little occasion to
write letters. At the end of 1937, Elisabeth,
pregnant with their first child — which turned out
to be children: the twins Wolfgang and Maria —
encouraged Werner to take her thirteen-year-old
brother skiing. On New Year’s Eve, he writes to his
beloved bride from the mountains:
My dear sweet Li… How much beauty the
past year has brought me through you!
And yet everything up to now strikes me
as a mere beginning, only to be followed
by even more beauty and togetherness; together
we are now able to really shape our lives. I am
looking forward so very much to the next period.

As humanity is about to topple into WWII, Elisabeth
sends a bittersweet reply:
My love!
Thank you a thousand times for your
loving, poignant letter. For me too, it is
as though everything up to now has only
been a beginning, and that so much more, even
better, should come out of this last year. But when
I dream about it, I often flinch; and I hesitate to
look toward the future with hope. It is full of

horrible apparitions. I cannot believe that there
will not be a high price to pay, considering the way
people are living now: arrogantly dismissive, in a
frenzied intoxication, mocking God. And then all of
us will be in for it, regardless. So I am trying to
take hold of the present as much as I possibly can
and to be happy with the current riches. And these
are good enough to be happy from the bottom of
our hearts, right?

They remained happy for forty more years — as
new parents during a world war, as lifelong
partners in each other’s flourishing — until
Heisenberg died at the age of seventy-five. The
letters from the first nine years of their
relationship, collected in My Dear Li, are strewn
with Heisenberg’s reflections on science and life —
a rare glimpse of the interior world of a scientist
who changed our relationship with the universe.
Complement them with the love letters of pioneers
in
other
domains
of
culture
— Vladimir
Nabokov, Frida
Kahlo, Franz
Kafka, Kahlil
Gibran, Robert
and
Elizabeth
Barrett
Browning, Virginia Woolf, John Keats, John Cage,
and Hannah Arendt — then revisit Heisenberg’s
account of Nobel laureate Niels Bohr’s nuanced
reflections on science and spirituality and the story

of
how
Heisenberg
pioneered
mechanics, told in jazz for kids.

quantum

*https://www.brainpickings.org/2018/02/14/dea
r-li-werner-heisenberg-love-letters/

----------------------------------------------------------------------------My Dear Li: Correspondence, 1937-1946 Hardcover – September 27, 2016
by Werner Heisenberg (Author), Elisabeth Heisenberg (Author), Anna Maria Hirsch-Heisenberg
(Editor), Irene Heisenberg (Translator)
Editorial Reviews
Review
“The wartime correspondence of the physicist Werner
Heisenberg and his wife Elisabeth offers a rare and
personal account of the greatest calamity of modern
times. Hitler, politics, the course of the war, Heisenberg’s
secret work on nuclear fission, his concern for scientific
friends in countries occupied by Germany—all were too
dangerous for frank discussion in private letters that
secret police might open at random. So the war is
muffled but the man is open for all to read. More than
any other book or document, these letters reveal
unmistakably what Heisenberg cared about most, and
the kind of man he was.”—Thomas Powers, Pulitzer
prize-winning journalist and author of Heisenberg's War.
***
"Both Heisenberg and his wife later wrote accounts of the
war years, but their letters, filled with the worries and
hopes of ordinary family life, offer a quieter, more
intimate picture..."—The New York Review of Books.
***
“His letters in this handsome volume give the clear
impression that he simply wanted the war to be over as
quickly as possible so that he could get back to ordinary

life with his family, and to his science. . . . Anna Maria
Hirsch-Heisenberg, Werner and Elisabeth’s eldest
daughter, has done a fine job of editing the
correspondence, and the English translation by their
daughter-in-law
Irene
Heisenberg
is
pleasingly
colloquial.”–Times Higher Education
***
“The selected letters . . . offer an intimate portrait of
husband and wife as they negotiated research and family
life in a raging war.”—Choice
***
“This
wartime
correspondence—between
Werner
Heisenberg, the inventor of quantum mechanics and
1932 Nobel Laureate in Physics, and his wife Elisabeth—
provides fascinating insights into their life under a
dictatorship.”—Konrad Kleinknecht, president of the
Heisenberg Society, Munich
***
About the Author
Werner Heisenberg (1901–1976) was winner of the
1932 Nobel Prize in Physics. His wife, Elisabeth (1914–
1998), maintained a family home in Bavaria’s mountains
throughout the war. Anna Maria Hirsch-Heisenberg,
Werner and Elisabeth Heisenberg’s eldest daughter, lives
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in Feldafing, Germany. Irene Heisenberg, the
Heisenbergs’ daughter-in-law, lives in Durham, New
Hampshire.
***
Johan Maurer
Intimate glimpses of a Nobel laureate's family life
in wartime
April 30, 2018
Format: Kindle Edition
The compiler, Anna Maria Hirsch, was the eldest
daughter of physicist Werner Heisenberg and Werner's
wife Elisabeth Heisenberg. She and her siblings had three
reasons for deciding that their parents' correspondence
was worth publishing. First, the letters are "an important
historical testimony," revealing in their necessarily
understated way some of the emotional realities and
emotional cost of the Hitler years. Considering the risks
involved in sending such letters through the mail, the
quiet commentaries about human nature and the writers'

hopes for their future life and their own children are
remarkably revealing. Secondly, the details of daily
practical life in World War II, and the anxieties involved
with separation during periods of intense bombardment
and increasing bureaucratic control, are fascinating.
Thirdly, the letters are a gripping testimony to love,
revealing
the
intense
and
mutually
supportive
relationship between husband and wife.
The correspondence reveals almost nothing about the
cruelties of Nazism and about the correspondents'
responses to them, or about Werner Heisenberg's atomic
research. For those dimensions readers would have to go
elsewhere. But this book completely fulfills and justifies
the compiler's reasons for publishing these letters.
*https://www.amazon.com/My-Dear-LiCorrespondence19371946/dp/0300196938#custo
merReviews
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SOME BASIC QUESTIONS CONCERNING POWER POLITICS
*HOW CAN WE STUDY HISTORY WHEN THE ARCHIVES ARE STILL LOOKED UP?
*WHAT IS HAPPENING IN THOSE LOCKED UP ARCHIVES?
*WHY HAVE WE NEVER BEEN SHOWN HOW THE AUSCHWITZ HOMICIDAL GAS CHAMBER
WORKED?
*WHY IS MATTERS HOLOCAUST LEGALLY PROTECTED FROM OPEN RESEARCH?
_______________________________________________

Putin grants authors partial access to secret Soviet archives on Hitler’s death.
Investigative journalists Jean-Christophe Brisard and Lana Parshina dig deep
into classified Russian materials that are still part of an ongoing Cold Waresque propaganda battle.
By JP O’ Malley Today, 6:49 am

Adolf Hitler and Eva Braun with their dogs, June 1942. (Bundesarchiv bild)
On May 2, 1945, it was announced to the world that
Written by two investigative journalists and documentary
Adolf Hitler and his newlywed wife Eva Braun had
filmmakers from France and Russia — Jean-Christophe
committed suicide.
Brisard and Lana Parshina — it explores how the cryptic
The bearer of the news — Nazi military commander of
case of Hitler’s burned corpse became a political football
Berlin Gen. Helmuth Weidling — said that the couple had
between East and West during the Cold War.
taken their lives in the Führer’s underground bunker a
few days earlier on April 30. According to survivors of the
bunker, the bodies of both Hitler and Braun were burned
to prevent them from ever being found.
The mysterious circumstances surrounding Hitler’s death
immediately caused the Allies to wonder: Where
precisely was the body of the Führer located within the
fallen capital of the Third Reich, and how exactly did
events unfold leading up to Hitler’s suicide?
“The Death of Hitler” is a book fundamentally rooted in
French investigative journalist Jean-Christophe Brisard,
both these questions.
co-author of ‘The Death of Hitler.’ (Courtesy)
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Of course, the mystery of Hitler’s death didn’t end along
with the Cold War. It is a subject that still haunts
geopolitics in Russia today.
“This story of Hitler’s death really shouldn’t be so
sensitive at this moment of history because it’s now
[over] 70 years old, but incredibly it still is,” Brisard tells
The Times of Israel in a conference call with both
authors.
On April 4, 2016, Russian President Vladimir Putin signed
a decree stipulating that the management, publication,
and declassification of all State Archive documents fell
directly under the powers of the president himself.

propaganda tool, boosting Putin’s obsession with
reconstructing old Stalinist myths into newfound
nationalist sentiment in 21st century Russia.
“Putin is using this story so he can rewrite the past,”
says Brisard. “Hitler’s death is political. And it was in the
Putin Administration’s interest to allow us to dig in their
archives.”
Although the pair received incredible access to the
Federal Security Service of the Russian Federation
archives, Brisard says, “I’m almost certain that the
[Russian government] is hiding something concerning
files on the death of Hitler.”
“We would like to further our investigations,” Brisard
says. “But it is very hard to deal with the Russians. It’s
so complicated to understand their minds on this issue.
But we definitely would like to end this case with the
skull and the blueprint on Hitler’s teeth.”
Top secret teeth

Constant secrecy surrounding Hitler’s death has been the
dominant theme of this story. Immediately following
Hitler’s death, conspiracy theories flourished as the Cold
War intensified. Figuring out exactly how Hitler died
became yet another Cold War showdown between East
and West.
Russian investigative journalist Lana Parshina, co-author
of ‘The Death of Hitler.’ (Courtesy)

Both authors believe that Putin overseeing access to the
Russian State Archives at this time is no coincidence.
They say the Russian president wants to convince the
world that the decomposed head that the Russian State
Archives currently holds in its possession belongs to
Hitler.

The so-called ‘Führerbunker’ in the garden of the Reich
Chancellery, destroyed in World War II. (Bundesarchiv
bild)

The Soviets always had the upper hand because they
controlled the terrain where Hitler killed himself. Berlin
remained under their control until the Potsdam
conference on July 1945. Even after it was divided into
four zones, the district around the Chancellery, where
the Führerbunker was located, remained under Russian
command.
In October 1945, the British intelligence services
reported that Hitler killed himself by firing a pistol into
his mouth. The Russians, meanwhile, claimed Hitler died
by swallowing cyanide.

‘The Death of Hitler,’ by Lana Parshina and JeanChristophe Brisard. (Courtesy)

Parshina and Brisard both claim that seven decades after
Hitler’s death, the narrative has become an important

This latter narrative fit neatly with the unquestioning
postwar Stalinist consensus that Hitler ran from the
might of his Communist enemies when he saw that
military defeat was upon him.
There have been numerous theories debated at length by
historians and conspiracy theorists over the last seven
decades about how exactly Hitler committed suicide. One
theory combines the British and Soviet intelligence and
suggests Hitler took cyanide at the same time that he
put the gun to his mouth.
Parshina doubts this theory. “Hitler was showing signs of
Parkinson’s in his last days, so how could he possibly
shoot himself with his right hand if it was shaking so
much from Parkinson’s?” she asks.
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“We wanted to use DNA analysis to close this chapter for
good, and answer the question: Did Hitler take cyanide
or did he shoot himself?” she says.
“We didn’t find any samples of [bullets] in the mouth,”
Brisard adds. “We also know from the testimonies of the
witnesses that Hitler had an impact in the temple. So it’s
quite possible that he asked his valet, Heinz Linge, to
shoot him after he took the cyanide.”
A skull fragment, but whose?
Parshina and Brisard begin their book in April 2016 in the
State Archive of the Russian Federation (GARF), where
both authors were confronted with a fragment of a skull
said to be that of Hitler.

A US soldier looks over Hitler’s bed in his underground
shelter in Berlin. At right are the remains of his safe.
Picture was taken in July 1945. Adolf Hitler committed
suicide on April 30, 1945. (AP PHOTO)

There were numerous reasons for both investigators to
disbelieve the legitimacy of this claim. In 2009 an
American scientist asserted in a history documentary
that the skull belonged not to Hitler but to a woman in
her 40s.
In an attempt to answer remaining questions about
Hitler’s skull with certainty, both Brisard and Parshina
called in a globally renowned forensic scientist, Philippe
Charlier, who was given unprecedented access to FSB
archives.

Adolf Hitler’s teeth. (Russian State Archives)

The forensic scientist’s medical analysis confirmed the
teeth contained within the Russian State Archives match
the Nazi dictator’s dental records. Charlier could also
confirm that the examination of Hitler’s teeth show no
signs of material that would indicate a bullet entered his
mouth before death.
Brisard explains the finer technical details. “It’s a
historical result,” he says, “Because it’s the first time that
a scientist took some [forensic] examples of Hitler’s teeth
to analyze them.”
“Philippe Charlier was able to prove, with scientific
analysis, that the teeth were not a replica created by the
KGB [Soviet State Security],” Brisard says.
“He confirmed that these teeth are from someone from
the same time period in which Hitler died, and that they
are similar to dental X-rays of Hitler’s teeth that are
currently held in archives in Berkeley, California,” he
says.
But with the limited evidence that both journalists
presently have, trying to identify with scientific
exactitude the skull said to be Hitler’s is a step too far.
“We initially got authorizations to analyze this skull with
Philippe Charlier,” says Brisard. “But then the officials at
GARF decided eventually to oppose us to do so.”

A purported remnant of Adolf Hitler’s skull. (Russian
State Archives)

“The people at the Russian State Archives explained to
us that for many years this fragment of the skull was a
state secret,” he says.
Hitler is definitely dead

Going on the scientific analysis that Charlier was able to
come up with so far, both Brisard and Parshina can reach
some conclusions — albeit not definitive ones.
Firstly, they can put to bed for good the notion that Hitler
faked his own death.
The bullet theory, however, still remains debatable. To
categorically prove it would require even more testing on
Hitler’s teeth. Further tests on the skull, meanwhile,
could potentially unlock a number of questions both
authors have — something Moscow isn’t prepared to
allow.
“For the skull, we cannot move forward on this matter,”
says Brisard.
Both journalists believe the Russian government’s
reticence to allow the story the full transparency it
deserves is rooted in typical paranoid Soviet
historiography.
On May 27, 1945, Joseph Stalin held an official report in
his hand from SMERSH — a Soviet war time
counterintelligence organization — confirming Hitler’s
death was official.
But the Soviet dictator would continue to claim to the
world — especially to his political counterparts in
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Washington at the Potsdam conference in July 1945 —
that Hitler was still alive and well, hiding out in Argentina
with other prominent Nazis.
Indeed, right up until his own death in 1953, Stalin never
publicly admitted that Hitler was dead.
“It was a deep state secret,” says Brisard. “Stalin never
talked about it. So this is the very first time we have
proof of this huge historical lie.”
Brisard and Parshina’s book has all of the classic
ingredients of a vintage Cold War spy novel: treachery,
double crossing, bureaucratic confusion, and stark EastWest divisions. The book brings numerous testimonies
from the three Nazi officers who were the final witnesses
before Hitler died: Heinz Linge, Otto Gunsche, and Hans
Baur.
Even as late as 1956 all three were brought back from
the Soviet Union, where they were imprisoned, to Berlin.
There they were interrogated with psychological and
physical torture. The sole aim was to get from the
witnesses a narrative that matched how the Soviet Union
envisioned Hitler’s suicide — a cowardly death by poison.
Parshina recalls how she read through all of the
interrogation transcripts from the three remaining Nazi
witnesses who were present during Hitler’s final hours at
his Berlin bunker.
“In one report we read from one of the spies that shared
a cell with Linge [that] Linge wanted to die because he
could not take any more interrogation,” she says.
“[The interrogations] were usually at night or in the early
hours of the morning, when they were sleep deprived,”
Parishna says. “It was also incredible to read just how
loyal these prisoners were to Hitler until the end, too. For
example, Baur said to the other two witnesses, ‘Never
say what really happened.’”

Parshina says. “The reasons for this were twofold. For
starters, the Soviets kept moving their bases within
Germany.”
“But there was also the fact that if the remains of Hitler
within Germany became known, neo-Nazi groups might
start a place of worship and use it as a temple,” Parshina
continues. “Just like the way the Soviet Union has a
temple in the Lenin Mausoleum in the center of Moscow.”
“At that time, the corpse of Hitler was an irritation for the
Soviets because Stalin decided to lie to the rest of the
world about Hitler’s death,” Brisard says. “So the Soviets
had to keep the story a top state secret. Maybe the
Soviets preferred to destroy the evidence of Hitler’s
corpse to be sure that nobody would discover Stalin’s
lie.”
Investigating the story of Hitler’s death may well be the
book’s main premise — but analyzing the subtle
leveraging of power by the Kremlin in controlling this
narrative is a background leitmotif that runs parallel to
the book’s central thread. Arguably, it’s just as
important.
“Does this mean there are still some secrets regarding
the fate of Hitler’s corpse?” Brisard asks as the interview
reaches its conclusion.
“I’m quite sure there are,” he says.
“Mainly because there are no pictures at all documenting
either Hitler’s corpse or Eva Braun’s.”

Operation Archive

Brisard and Parshina point out how the KGB secretly
moved Hitler’s body a number of times over many years
and incinerated it further. Several top classified
documents are reproduced in their book detailing this.
Remarkably, one comes from as late as 1970, under the
name “Operation Archive.”
Illustrative: Joseph Goebbels with his daughters, Hilde
(center) and Helga, at a Christmas celebration in Berlin,
1937 (JTA/German Federal Archives)

Brisard points out how there are numerous pictures and
videos available of Joseph Goebbels’s corpse. He
committed suicide along with his wife Magda Goebbels;
the couple took all six of their children to the grave with
them by giving them poison at the Führerbunker on April
30.
The fact that there are pictures of Goebbels’s corpse, but
none of Hitler’s, is rather strange, Brisard points out.
“I’m sure the [Russians] are hiding some state secrets
inside the Lubyanka,” he says. “What exactly they are —
well, we still don’t know the answer to that.”
The destroyed ‘Fuhrerbunker’ in the garden of the World
War II Reich Chancellery. (Bundesarchiv bild)

“Operation Archive tells the story of the elimination of
whatever remains there were [in 1970] of Hitler’s body,”

*https://www.timesofisrael.com/putin-grants-authorspartial-access-to-secret-soviet-archives-on-hitlersdeath/
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